Five Pre-Requisites for Entering Boarding School

FROCK of a new men's wear fabric, with the novel shoe-lace collar, which may be worn high or tied low. Belt and eyelets smartly trimmed with nickel. In heather rose, tan or spruce green. Sketched above, left. 25.00

TWO-PIECE FROCK of Poiré sheen, with two smartly placed back kick pleats. The blouse is trimmed with rows of scarlet buttons, and features the new link cuffs. Sketched center. 25.00

FROCK in bolero effect — of flat crepe with blouse of crepe de Chine. In Bordeaux wine with tan, navy with sheik, or navy with indigo blue. Sketched right. 35.00

COAT of imported English mixture. Yoke and sleeves lined with mannish silk — the body, with wool plaid. Warmly interlined. In heather tones of blue and gray, blue and brown or rust. Sketched upper left. 49.50

DRESS COAT of Carmina — a soft duvetyn finish fabric in Bordeaux wine, blue or cuckoo, with the new bolero back, and rich Jap fox collar. Lined throughout with fine silk crepe, and warmly interlined. Sketched lower left. 79.50

Sizes 13, 15 and 17

SECOND FLOOR

SAKS — FIFTH AVENUE

FORTY-NINTH TO FIFTIETH STREET, NEW YORK